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Abstract~We derive jump conditions for a potential function and its derivatives across a crack. A 
crack is a "thin" region of very different conductivity, for example a fracture in otherwise homogeneous 
material. Such a sharp change of material properties introduces a discontinuity in the coefficient of 
the elliptic equation governing the potential. The crack cannot be neglected, because it substantially 
alters the behavior of the potential. Numerically, it is very difficult to resolve the potential near 
the crack. A strategy is to treat the crack as a lower dimensional interface (hypemufface). Jump 
conditions across the crack for the potential and its derivatives are necessary for the development of 
numerical schemes for this approach. Besides the jump conditions, we also give an analytic example 
of their validity. (~) 1999 Published by Elsevier Scieni:e Ltd. All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The crack problem that we consider arises, for example, in the computation of electric potentials, 
but the ideas mentioned here may be relevant for several other applications, such as potential 
flow or elasticity. A crack is a 'thin" region where the conductivity is very different from the 
surrounding material, for example a fracture. We wish to numerically solve the elliptic equation 
that governs the potential, 
V- (f~Vu) = 0, in ~c U fF. (1) 
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Here f~o is the interior of the crack, f~c the interior of its complement. The basic assumption as 
in [2-4] is that the potential u and the conductive current Bu¢ (4 is normal to the crack boundary) 
are continuous across the crack boundaries. A sharp change of material properties introduces a 
discontinuity in the coefficient f~ of the equation, hence also in ue. In the case of a crack, it is 
infeasible to use a uniform Cartesian grid that resolves the crack, i.e., we are not guaranteed to 
have any grid points inside the crack. On the other hand, the crack cannot be neglected, because 
the drastic change in material properties ubstantially alters the behavior of the potential. The 
goal of this work is to establish jump conditions for u and its derivatives across the crack that 
will allow the development of numerical methods for the crack problem on grids that do not 
resolve the crack. Figure 1 shows the potential for a resistive crack. Figure 2 shows the potential 
for a conductive crack. For illustrative purposes, the cracks are chosen wide enough so that a 
40 x 40 grid resolves them. The difference between the resistive and conductive cases, as well 
as the harmonic potential that agrees with u on the unit circle, r cos 0, is obvious, and remains 
for much thinner cracks, as long as the contrast in f/ is large. Both figures show functions of the 
following form, a special case of test problems that will he treated more generally in [1]: 
{ a0rcos0, r _< si, 
u(r, O) = (a l r~-b l r -1)  cosO, S l<r<_s2 ,  (2) 
(a2r+ b2r -1) cos0, s2 < r < 1, 
where continuity of u is guaranteed via aos l = al Sl + bl S-~ 1 and al s2 + bl S21 = a182 + bl s21, and 
continuity of the conductive current is ensured by ao = p-1 (al -b lS[  -2) and a2 -b2s~ 2 = p(al - 
bls22). Finally, ao is chosen so that a2 + b2 = 1, i.e., u(1,0) = cos0. Here f~o = {sl < r < s2} 
and f~c = f~- U 12 +, where f~- = {r < Sl} and f~+ = {s2 < r < 1}. The solution to this system 
of linear equations is 
4 
a0 = [((1 + p- l )  ((1 - p)s~ + 1 + p) - (1 - p - i )  s~ (1 + p + (1 - p )s ;2 ) ) ]  ' 
a 2 = 
1 ÷ p-1 1 -1 
al - ~ ao, bl = w2P "s2ao, 
1 + ~_p  1 - Ps2al + 1 + Pbl 2 Pal -t- s22bl, b2 = 2 ~ " 
We treat the crack as a lower dimensional interface (hypersurface), across which we derive 
formulas for the discontinuities of the potential and its derivatives in Section 2. The same 
formulas also apply to steady flow in porous media, as treated for example by Yang [5]. 
In related current work, we use these jumps for the numerical treatment of the crack problem 
with finite differences on uniform Cartesian grids. One possibility is to do this based on Li 
and LeVeque's immersed interface method [3], for example the EJIIM [1]. Another possibility 
would be to use the jump conditions in crack conforming finite elements or finite differences on 
conforming rids. 
As an alternative treatment of crack problems on nonconforming Cartesian grids, a special 
cell averaging (based on homogenization) has been proposed [6]. Another way to treat cracks on 
uniform Cartesian grids is to use the one-sided formulas from [2,7] for each of the two sides of the 
crack in the Explicit Jump Immersed Interface Method (EJIIM), introducing multiple corrections 
for a single five point stencil. 
2. JUMP CONDIT IONS 
The crack ~/o lies between the regions ~-  and i~ +. It is described by the smooth curve 
F = X(s )  = (X(s) ,  Y(s) ) ,  where s is arclength (by our convention, 12 + lies on the right of F), and 
the width 2e(s), in the sense that the crack boundaries are (for s E [0, S]) F + = 2~(s) + e(s)~(s) 
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(a) Function (evaluated on a uniform mesh, h = 1/40) that is harmonic in the square 
[-0.5, 0.5] x [-0.5, 0.5], except for two interfaces of radii sz = 0.3 and s2 = 0.2 about 
the origin where it is continuous and the (outward) normal derivative satisfies the 
resistive transmission conditions (p = 0.01) u~" = pu~ + and u~ = p-lug-. 
Potential due to resistive crack 
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(b) Cross section {y ---- 0}. 
Figure 1. 
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and F -  = .~(s )  - e (s )~(s ) .  Here ~(s) is the unit "outward normal" to F, pointing into ~+. See 
Figure 3a for the situation. In the presence of endpoints of F, the boundaries between ~-  and ~+ 
are rays emanating from the endpoints and tangent o F. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to 
piecewise constant conductivities with values fl-,/~o, and/~+ in ~- ,  ~°, and ~+, respectively. 
To avoid problems at the endpoints of the crack (if such points exist, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show 
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Potent ia l  due  to  conduct ive  c rack  
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(a) Funct ion (evaluated on a uniform mesh, h = 1/40) that  is harmonic in the square 
[-0.5, 0.5] x [-0.5, 0.5], except for two interfaces of radii s l  = 0.3 and s2 = 0.2 about  
the  or ig in  where  it is continuous and the (outward) normal derivative satisfies the  
conductive transmission condit ions (P = 100) u~" = ~+ and u~" --- p - lu~ - . 
Potential due to conductive crack 
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(b) Cross section {y = 0). 
Figure 2. 
examples where they don't),  we think of the situat ion where 1 e'(O) = e ' (T)  = 0 and/9 -  = fl+. 
It is also convenient to rescale the problem such that f l -  = fl+ = 1, because in this case the 
contrast in conduct iv i ty  p is s imply equal to flo. The cases of a conduct ive and resistive crack 
are of interest, i.e., the contrast ;~o = p is either much larger or much smaller than 1. For p ~ 1, 
1Values at  the endpoints,  0 and T, are to be understood as limits along r .  
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the small width of the cracks implies that the solution is not very different from the solution to 
the problem without the crack. 
This is a discontinuous coefficient problem as treated with jump conditions on Cartesian grids 
via the immersed interface method in [2-4]; u satisfies (1) 
V .  (flVu) = 0, in f l -  U flo U fl+, 
u is continuous in f~, and the normal flux (conductive current) /~u~ is also continuous across 
F + and F - .  Primes denote derivatives with respect o arclength s along F, and ~ --- ~(s) = 
(X ' ( s ) ,  Y ' ( s ) ) / [ l (X ' ( s ) ,Y ' ( s ) ) l l2  is the unit tangent. In addition to u +, u - ,  etc., which denote 
limits in f l -  and fl+, we also introduce u°- ,  u °+, u~-, u~ +, etc. to denote the limits inside the 
crack flo. See Figure 3b for the geometric meaning of these superscripts. Jumps across F -  are 
denoted by 
This means for example [u]- = u °-  -u - ,  with analog definitions across F +, for example [u¢] + = 
u~ - up +. By [.], we will denote our approximations to the jumps across F. In this notation, u 
satisfies [u]- = [u] + = [/~u~]- - [flu~] + = 0, apart from (1). 
The goal is to find jump conditions across the single interface F that approximately combine the 
jump conditions across the two interfaces F -  and F +, up to O(e2). Second-order approximation 
is needed because we are interested in large contrast problems, so that O(e) terms cannot be 
neglected, because they are multiplied by large constants. 
/ 
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(a) The crack n ° lies between the regions f~- and f~+. 
It is described by the curve F = )~(s) = (X(s) ,  Y(s)) ,  
where s is arclength and the width 2e(s): for E [t3, S], 
F + = )C(s) + e(s)~(s) and F -  = .~(s) - e(s)~(s). In 
the presence of endpoints, the boundary between f~- 
and f~+ is taken to be tangent to F (dashes). 
Figure 3. 
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(b) Notat ion for superscripts of l imits of values of u, 
u¢, etc., on the crack boundaries. 
For our derivations, we use linear approximations to u and u~ (as functions of e) inside ~o. We 
assume (in notation suppressing the dependence on s) that ~, the normal to F, is a very good 
approximation to the normals to F -  and F +, 
u o -  = ,~-  + [,-,]-, 
,.,~- = ,.,~- + [,.,~]-, 
u °+ =u ° -  + 2~,.,~- + o (e ) ,  
"F  = "~- + 2,,~[ + o (e) ,  
u + = uO+ + [u] +, 
~t = ~+ + [~]+- 
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We copy the jump conditions for piecewise constant coefficients across F -  and F + from 
[2, (3.22)] (see also [3,4], where these conditions were first derived) into our current notation: 
[u]- = 0, [~1+ 
[~.]-  = 0, [~,]+ 
[~] -  = (/9-1 _ i) ~?, kd  + 
[,,,,,,]- = (o-) '  (/9-~ - i) ,<-, [u.,,]+ 
[Ur/~]-- = (/9 -1  -- i) (?A~-)', [U~7~] +
[u~]- = - (0 - ) '  (/9-1 _ 1) u~, [u~] + 
=0, 
-----0, 
= (p -  i),~+, 
= (0+) '  (p  - i) ,~+,  
= (p - i)(,,~+)', 
= - (0+)  ' (p - 1) u~ +.  
Observing that ( .~+)'(s)  = (X ' (s ) ,  Y ' ( s ) )  + e' (s)( (s)  + e(s)O'(s)~(s), it is legitimate to replace 
the curvatures of F -  and F + by the curvature of F, 0', as long as d(s) is small and O'(s) is O(1). 
The "essential" jump conditions [u] and [u~] follow by successively substituting earlier condi- 
tions. Here, we approximate the jumps more accurately than in [2], by computing the approxi- 
mation at the crack center F rather than just taking the difference between the two limits at F + 
and F - ,  
[u] = ~+ - ~ - (u-  + ,~)  + o (,2) 
= ~o+ + [~]+ _,  (<+ + tu,]+) - ~-  - ,~  + 0 
(3)  
= 2,  (p - '  - i) ~ + o ( ,~) ,  
t,,,~ -- ,,~ - < ,  - (u~ + <, )  + o (o  
= <+ + [,,,]+ - ,  (<~- + [,,,,]+) - ,q  - , ,q ,  + o (a )  
[,]-) = 2~(~ - 1) (u a + 0'u~)  -~ - + o (,'). 
After replacing u-~ = f - /13 -  - un- n = f - /13 -  - (u, ) '  - O'u-~ , we get 
([j]+_ [j]-) +o(,,. 
Now, differentiating [u], [un] , and [u~] along the interface (cf. [2, Section 3.5]) 
o o [~..  0%],  o [_~] 
Ess [~] = [~']' ~ [~'1 = - ~[~e]  = [~e. + 0%] ,  [~e¢] = - [~..1, 
we find the remaining first- and all second-order jumps (to O(e 2) + Oee')) 
()' [~,1 = 2~' (0 -~ - 1 )~ + 2~ (0 -~ - 1) ~ , 
[~,,,,,1 = [~,,,1' + o'[~,d, 
[~.~] = bd '  - O'[u.], 
[u~d ; 5 - [~ ' ] ' -  o'bd. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
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The last equation assumes f ° -  = fo+, i.e., f is constant on cross sections of the crack. The jump 
conditions (3)-(8) form a complete set of jumps to second order, where the only unknown quan- 
tities axe u~ and u~. When used in conjunction with a numerical method, e.g., with EJ I IM [1], 
the jumps can be discretized using first-order approximations for the one-sided limits of the 
derivatives at the crack. By using "primed" quantities, to be computed for example by fitting 
a spline and then taking derivatives on that spline, we avoid second and third derivatives in 
and ~. Those appear when transforming for example the [un] ~ term. In the important special 
cases where d and e" can be neglected and f is uniformly zero, the following approximations may 
be used. 
THEOREM 1. Away from the crack endpoints, where e' and e" can be neglected and where 
(8+) ' ~, (8-)' ,,~ 8', and assuming f = 0 in ~, the fo11owing hold to O(e): 
(a) resistive crack, p ~ 0 (e 1) or p << e (b) conductive crack, p .~ 0 (e -1) or p >~ e -1 
[u] = 2~ (p-1  _ 1) ug ,  [~1 = 0, 
[u,z] = 2e (p - l _  1 ) (u~) ' ,  [u,7] = O, 
[~1 = 0, [~1 = -2~(p  - 1) (~;)', 
[u,m] = 2e(p -1 -  1) (u~-)", [u,m] = -2eS'(p-  1)(u~')' ,  
[u{~] = -2e(p  -1 -  1) (u~-)", [u~{] = 2eS'(p- 1) (u ; ) ' ,  
[u.~] = -2~8' ( . -1 _ 1) (u~) ' ,  [u.~] = -2~( . -  1) (u ; ) " .  
This predicted behavior agrees well with a study of thin ellipses that axe just wide enough to allow 
treatment as two interfaces with the jump conditions for single interfaces in [2, Section 3.6.2]. 
They also agree to O(e 2) with asymptotic expansions for analytic solutions to crack problems in 
the unit disk in [1], that is potentials u of the form (2). Define s = (Sl + s2)/2. It is natural to 
consider the potential 
{aorcosS, r < s, 
~(r,8) -- (a2r+b2r-1)cosS, s<r<_ l .  (9) 
Expansions in e = (s2 - sl)/2 yield the following jumps at s: 
a0  10, 
For small and large p, (10) reduces to the formulas for [fi] in Theorems la and lb, respectively. 
Next, recall that the axclength derivative along the interface (u~)' can also be expressed as 
(u ; ) '  = %-, - 8 '~  = -~£ - 8 '~ .  So 
[u~] = 2e(p -  1)(u-~ +8'u-~). (12) 
Using that for r < s the potential u has the form a0 cos(0)r, we find that u~'~ = 0, and using this 
and the fact that for the circle 0' = 1/s we arrive at 
[~] = 2~ p - 1 s u~-. (13) 
Again this agrees with the formulas in Theorem 1 for small and large p. 
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